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Introduction
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• Along with the development of society with changing activities, the study of language 

variations is an interesting thing to study.

• Register is a sociolinguistic study that is interesting to study as the language used in a particular 

community which is different from the standard language used by the general society.

• It is certainly not a problem if the communication occurs among members in one community, but 

unfortunately it will be a problem if outsiders are not familiar with the use of this language 

• The special studies of register such as language in songs, comics and online commentary texts

have not been widely studied so far and this should be studied deeper as a cultural study so that it

can be useful for the intercultural communication.

• I choose the high school student because currently there are many studies examining wakamono

kotoba (language of youth) whose data sources are high school students in Japan but it is still

difficult to find its research on registers.

• In this study, I was interested in studying the use of registers in the language of high school 

students in Japan under the framework of Halliday (1989).



Literature Review
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• Register is a variation of language based on the situation and use of language in 
certain communities.

• Register is determined by three elements of the situation, namely field, tenor and
mode

Field : refers to the purpose and subject matter in communication

Tenor: depends on the relationship between the participants of the communication.

Mode: refers to the means used in communication, especially spoken or written 
means.

• The language used by high school students in Japan is often also known 
as wakamono kotoba. Wakamono kotoba is a language variation that presents a lot 
of ambiguity or confusion in its linguistic semantics.



Method
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• This study used a qualitative approach 

• The data sources used were videos of anime or manga that tells the lives of high 
school students in Japan, namely the first 10 episodes of Haikyuu season 1

• The form of data in this study was a quote from a language system that was not in 
accordance with Japanese language standards in general.

• The researcher listened to the video, then collected data which were indicating the 
language register of high school students with the verbatim technique.

• .After collecting the data, then the data were sorted and grouped according to the 
register use factor after Halliday's (1989) grand theory. 



Findings and DiscussionFPBS UPI

• There were 35 data that showed the language registers used by Japanese high 
school students. Field : 15 Tenor: 18 Mode: 2

• After being classified, the researcher analyses the use factors by taking data that 
often appeared. No Registration Data Frequency of Use

1 Kuso 29
2 Yabai 3
3 Benjo 2
4 Kyougoukou 9
5 Chiwassu 7
6 Ossu 6
7 Suimasen 1
8 Suman 3
9 Warui 9
10 Kora Kora 7
11 Azassu 7
12 Mukatsuku 6
13 Aitsu 29



Findings and DiscussionFPBS UPI

Field

1.Register that 
expresses feelings: 
‘Kuso’ ‘ Yabai ’

2.Register Declaring 
Place: ‘Benjo’ 
‘Kyougoukou’

Tenor

1.Say greetings: 
‘Chiwassu’ ‘Ossu’

2.Saying Sorry: 
‘Suimasen’ ‘Suman’ 
‘Warui’

3.Calling Other 
People: ‘kora-kora’

4.Saying Gratitude: 
‘Azassu’

Mode

• Mukatsuku

• Aitsu



ConclusionFPBS UPI

• The register can be said as an identification of a community.

• There are three factors that affect the use of registers, 
namely: field; mode ; and tenor. Registers on the language of high school students 
can be found when high school students as speakers of the language express their 
feelings, show the descriptions of places, say thank you and apologize to the 
interlocutor, call the other person and see the method or tool they use in 
communicating.

• All these different situations use different language depending on the situation of 
the conversation.
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